WELCOME
Established in 1975 and originally specializing in 3D glass fibre lettering, corporate logos and hareldeck crests,
Signkor has grown from strength to strength, and encompasses the latest trends and developments to produce
top quality signage.
Signkor is a founding member of the Gauteng Sign Association, and member of The Johannesburg Chamber of
Commerce and Industry since 1989. The Company won the SBDC award in May 1996.
Signkor has successfully managed a Countrywide rebrand of a major Banking institution (2006/2007).

PROFILE
Norman Witt, Chief Executive Officer of the Company, has been with Signkor since 1989, taking over the reigns in
1995. Signkor expanded manufacturing capabilities to encompass a broad range of signage requirements. Signkor
is now able to offer a range to meet the specific requirements of its Clients. This includes everything from large
3D logo’s, light boxes profile, neon, fluorescents, fabricated Perspex, vinyl graphics, slat boards, fibre glass signage
and much more. The Company also manufactures specialists signs and trophies, and is equipped to engrave
marble. In addition, Signkor fabricates stainless steel and does all its own on-site rigging. The Company has four
full time rigging teams and employs sub-contractors that it uses countrywide, on demand.

HIGH PROFILE CLIENTS
Signkor’s Clients include a number of Supermarket Stores, some of the major Banks, Furniture Groups,
Pharmaceutical companies, Property developers, holiday resorts as well as individually owned companies. It
services are used by Architects, quantity surveyors, project managers and building contractors. “We work very
closely together on developments and endeavour to take the hassle out of applying signage to a building or
development.”
As no two sites are identical, whether it be internal or external , each unique requirement is catered for in
Signkor’s product range which includes the services of an in-house professional team – Project Managers, Sales
Consultants, Designers, Architectural Engineering services and administration department ( with council
applications where applicable). We are able to advise and create each unique installation using our product range
from pylon signs through to neon, flourecent, neon illuminated, internal directional and informational qualiy
signage. Materials used in the manufacture of signs include quality products manufactured from steel, stainless
steel, acrylic sheets, Perspex, vinyl, brass, aluminium, chromadek, supawood and fibre glass.
Signkor is able to manufacture individual letters in excess of three meters high, right through to individual letters
of 35mm. “There is no job too big or to small that we are unable to manufacture and install. We strive to supply a
maintenance free product with high impact and visibility to fit within the client’s budget. Thus providing them
with the Signkor code of service.”
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LED DIGITAL SCREENS
We are one of the leaders in LED Digital Screen Illumination in South Africa. We have a vast range of LED Digital
Screens . We will customize a design and recommend a product to meet your specific requirements.

TOP CLASS PRODUCTION FACILITY
Production facilities are based in Johannesburg and was established in 1975. The Johannesburg premises – which
measures 1200m2 and into which the company moved to in November 1997 due to it’s rapid growth and
expansion – is owned by Signkor. Getting back to Signkor’s roots, and more specifically the product that initially
put us on the map, Signkor was the first company in South Africa to manufacture fibre glass 3D signs. Signkor held
the patent for the manufacture of fibre glass signs for 15 years, after which other companies jumped on the
bandwagon.

PERSPEX
Perspex is used by many of our clients. The Perspex is either cut out and used in a flat application, or the more
popular way of 3D fabricated perpex letters, size to suite client.
These are used in conjunction with illumination to create a high impact sign.

A VOTE OF CONFIDENCE
On the subject of service and top quality products, Signkor ranks very highly – not only in South Africa, but across
the border as well. The company is currently manufacturing components for export.
However, a little closer to home, Signkor is a company that’s earned itself a reputation for producing excellent
quality signage coupled with great customer service. No doubt, keeping with the latest technological
developments in the signage industry, coupled with the commitment to quality has contributed to ensuring that
Signkor is producing some of the best signage around. “At Signkor, we salute ongoing technology in our field and
encourage creativity in line with growing trends”. The success of the company is attributed to team work, in
providing customer care with no compromise on service.
This has resulted in the company acquiring and maintaining it’s base of satisfied customers who rely on Signkor’s
quality workmanship and are extremely satisfied with the companies after sales service. Additionally, the fact
that Signkor provides a seven day week service, and is comprised of a very young dedicated staff and
management team, goes a long way towards reassuring it’s clients of it’s ongoing commitment to quality, service
and creativity.
Providing a one-stop-shop, Signkor has three in-house designers who strive to create eye-catching signage.
Commenting on the overall team effort of all Signkor. “Something of the old world still lives on, in that our
creative people continue the tradition where sign making is a craft and customer care is a way of life”.
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“It is by maintaining our old fashioned philosophies that we have succeeded not only in retaining our valued
customers, but are constantly expanding our prodigious client base”.

PYLONS
Most pylons are designed at Signkor in conjunction with the client brief. After approval, engineer’s drawings are
obtained for structural detail. The end result is a structurally sound highly visible product for the client.
The pylons are manufactured from steel and are either galvanized or shot blasted and primed, before the
required colour of the structure is spray painted.

CONTACT US.
SALES MANAGER:

Lucy Mc Gowan

lucy@signkor.co.za
Cell no:
+27 11 83 2828 362
Fax to email : +27 11 86514 3894

ADMIN ASSISTANT Erika van Heerden

salesadmin@signkor.co.za
+27 11 434 2140

Sales Representative Tony Render

sales1@signkor.co.za
Cell no:
+27 11 079 425 6520

Andrew Witt

TELEPHONE:
FAX:

+27-11 434-2140
+27-11 434-1665

PHYSICAL:

14 Glenluce Road
Glenesk
Johannesburg
South Africa

sales2@signkor.co.za
Cell No: +27 11 060 528 1223
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